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BOUNDARY BEHAVIOR OF INVARIANT GREEN'S POTENTIALS
ON THE UNIT BALL IN C"

K. T. HAHN AND DAVID SINGMAN

ABSTRACT. Let p(z) = f G(z, w) dp:(w) be an invariant Green's potential

on the unit ball B in C" (n > 1), where G is the invariant Green's function

and fi is a positive measure with /B(l — M2)" dp(w) < oo.

In this paper, a necessary and sufficient condition on a subset E of B such

that for every invariant Green's potential p,

lim inf(1 - \z\2)np(z) = 0,        e = (1,0,..., 0) € dB, z G E,
z—*e

is given. The condition is that the capacity of the sets En{z € B\ \z — e\ < e},

e > 0, is bounded away from 0. The result obtained here generalizes Luecking's

result, see [L], on the unit disc in C.

1. Introduction. Let E be a subset of B, the unit ball in C", n > 1. An

invariant Green's potential is a function on B of the form

p(z) = / G(z,w)dp(w),
Jb

where G is the invariant Green's function (see 2.11b) and p is a positive measure

such that JB(1 - |w|2)™ dp(w) < oo. In this paper we give a necessary and sufficient

condition on E such that, for every invariant Green's potential p,

hminf(l-|z|2)np(z)=0,

lei:
where e = (1,0,..., 0). It is that the capacity of the sets E n [z E B\ \z - e\ < e},

e > 0, be bounded away from 0. Here, capacity refers to the capacity with respect

to the potential theory based on the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the ball with

respect to the Bergman metric. See (4.1). This solves a problem posed in [HS],

where the result was proved in the special case of E = {(z,z') € C x Cra_1| lmz =

0, (Rez)2 + \z'[2 < 1}. Our result generalizes a result of Luecking [L] on the unit

disc in C.

2. Preliminaries. For z,w E Cn let (z,w) = Yl^iZaWa, \z\2 = (z,z). For

0 < r < 1, let Br = [z E B\ \z\ < r}, Sr = {z E B\ \z\ =r},B = By, and S = Si.
Let a be the rotation-invariant positive Borel measure on 5 with cr(S) = 1. Put

e = (1,0,..., 0). For each a,z E B let

in   ,   >        a ~ Pg(z) - ^/T^WQa(z)
^Z' =-i—77~rA-'_ 1 - (z, a)
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where Pa(z) = (z,a)a/\a\2 and Qa(z) = z - Pa(z). Then one has

(2.1) 1 - |pa(*)|2 = (1 ~ |a]2,Kl TilZ|2)        [R- Theorem 2.2.2].
|i     \z, a)\

The Bergman metric on the ball B is given by

n

(2.2a) ds2B(z) =   ]T  gapdzadzp,

a,/9=l

where

(2-2b) ga0 = (1^|^|2)2{(1 - M2)<W + zaz0}

[St, p. 23]. The corresponding invariant volume element [K, p. 17] is thus

(2.2c) dX(z) = (1   "+p)n+1 dm(z),

where dm denotes the restriction of Lebesgue measure to B. For each / € L1(X),

a E B, X satisfies

(2.3) f fopadX= f fdX
Jb Jb

[R, Theorem 2.2.6]. The inverse of (ga$) is (gaP), where

1 - l?l2
ct0        ■*■        *     (a -        \9     = 1  (<W - zaz0).

The Laplace-Beltrami operator of the metric is

n        -     fl2

ct,p = l

[St, p. 27].
A C2 function defined on an open subset of B that is annihilated by A will be

called harmonic. The set of functions harmonic on open subsets of B forms a Brelot

harmonic space [H, Theoreme 34.1]. We will make some use of the definitions and

results available in such a general setting. For details see [B].

Let fl C B be open. A function u is said to be superharmonic on 0 if (i)

u: fi —► (—00,00], (ii) u is lower semicontinuous, (iii) for each o E fi, there exists

r(a) > 0 such that for all 0 < r < r(a),

(2.4) u(a)> j u(<pa(rc))da(c),

and (iv) none of the integrals in (iii) is 00 [U, Definition 1.15].

It was observed in [UT, Proposition 1.6] that if u is superharmonic on fi then

(2.4) holds for all r > 0 such that (pa(Br~) C fi.
We wish to see that the above definition agrees with the definition of superhar-

monic in a Brelot space [H, p. 427, Definition A]. If u is C2, then both definitions
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of superharmonic are equivalent to Au < 0 [H, Proposition 34.1; U, p. 505 or UT,

Proposition 1.18]. Since it is clear that the limit of an increasing sequence of Brelot

superharmonic functions is either identically oo or Brelot superharmonic, the result

will follow from

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let u be superharmonic on fi. Let u be an open, relatively

compact subset of fi. Then there is an increasing sequence of C°°(w) functions,

superharmonic on oj, with limit u.

Note. This was proved for fi = B in [UT, Theorem 1.25]. We include the proof

for the reader's convenience.

PROOF. We shall see that the proof depends only on the values of u on some

compact neighborhood of oj. Thus, since constants are harmonic, we may assume

for the remainder of the proof that u is nonnegative.

For f,g >0, define, for a E B,

f*g(a)= / f(z)g(<pa(z))dX(z)
Jb

[U, Definition 2.1].

Let wi be a relatively compact subset of fi with wcwi.  There exists ry > 0

such that

(2.5) <Pa(B~r~y) Cuy     (all a E oj).

Since ip~x = <pa, this says z is in ojy whenever |^a(ar)| < ry.

Let x > 0 be radial and C°° with support in Bri and suppose $B\dX = 1. Since

(2.6) u * X(a) = f u(z)X(fa(z)) d\(z) = f    u(tpa(z))X(z) dX(z),
Jb JbTi

the value of u * x on w depends only on the value of u on ojy. The first equality

in (2.6) shows u * \ E C°°(oj). Integrating the second in polar coordinates shows

u * x < u on u.

Fix a Eoj. Let w2 be a relatively compact open subset of fi such that <I>i C oj2.

Choose 0 < f2 < ri such that <p0(B2r2) c oj2 (all b E ojy). Let e > 0. Since

(u * x) ° <Pa is uniformly continuous on Br2, there exists 0 < 6 < r2 such that

(2-7) |(u * x)(<Pa(r()) ~ (« * X)(<Pa(8S))\ < £

for all 0 < r < r2, C € S, and \s - r\ < 6. Fix any r > 0 with r < r2. Let h > 0

be C°°, radial, JB hdX = 1 with support in {z\r — 6 < \z\ < r + 6}. Then, with a
similar proof as above,

(2.8) u*h(c)<u(c)    (allcincji).

Thus, by [U, Proposition 2.2],

(u * x) * h(a) = u * (x * h)(a) = u* (h* x)(a) = (u* h)* x(a)

= [    (u*h)(<pa(z))x(z)dX(z)

(2-9) 71
< /     u(<pa(z))x(z)dX(z)

JBri

= u*x(a).
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The inequality in (2.9) follows from (2.5) and (2.8). From (2.7),

|(u * x) * h(a) -     (u* x)(Po(r?)) da(c)\
Js

< /   l(u*X)(Pa(s?))-(u*x)GPa(r?))l7J-a^ZrA(*)d<7(f)d*
J\s\=r-SJs (l-S^)"*1

< S.

Thus

(2.10) / (« * x)ba(rc)) da(c) <e + (u*X)* h(a) <e + (u* x)(o)
Js

by (2.9). Since e is arbitrary, (2.10) implies u * x is superharmonic on oj.

Let {rj} be a sequence of real numbers decreasing to 0. Choose, for each j,

Xj > 0, radial, C°°, JBXj = 1 with support in {2|ry+i < \z\ < rj}. Then we have

seen {u * Xj} 1S a sequence of functions superharmonic on oj. The fact that they

increase to u on oj was shown in [U, Lemma 2.13]. This completes the proof.

Let S+ denote the space of nonnegative superharmonic functions on B. An

element of S+ which majorizes no positive harmonic functions is called a potential

[H, p. 427]. These are precisely of the form

(2.11a) Gp(z)= f G(z,w)dp(w),
Jb

where

(2.11b) G(Z,W) = ^J1       ilz^dt

is the Green's function on B and p is a positive measure for which Gp(z) ^ oo [U,

Theorem 2.16]. It should be pointed out that although the definition of Green's

function of B is given in [U], the actual computation of the Green's function of B

was carried out in [HM] as a special case of more general classical Cartan domains.

Let 0 < c < 1 be fixed. It is shown in [HS] that there are constants ci and

c2 = c2(c) such that

(2.12a) G(z,w)>cy(l-\<pz(w)[2)n    (all z,w in B),

(2.12b) G(z, w) <c2(l- \<pz(w)\2)n    (if \<pz(w)\ > c).

It follows from this and (2.1) that Gp is a potential if and only if

(2.13) / (1 - \w\2)n dp(w) < oo.
Jb

For E C B and any v E S+, the reduced function and its regularization are

defined by

R%(z) = ini{w(z)\w E S+, w>vonE}

and

Rf(z) = lim inf R^(c),
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respectively [H, p. 433 or B, Definition 9]. Then R„ is harmonic on B\E and

superharmonic on B. Moreover, we have the following relations:

(2.14a) R& < R„ < v    on B,

(2.14b) R$ = v   on E,

and

(2.14c) R$ = R%   on B\E and the interior of E.

Thus, Ry = R*i in case E is open. If E is relatively compact in B, then Riff is a

potential.

A set E C B is polar if there is a potential which is oo on E [H, p. 434 or B,

Definition 21]. The polar sets defined here coincide with the corresponding notion

in the classical potential theory [H, Theoreme 36.1].

The most important result concerning polar sets is the Cartan-Brelot conver-

gence theorem which states that if {vk} is a decreasing sequence in S+, then

I   lim Vk(z) I    = lim inf I  lim Vk($) )
\k—>oo J $-+* \fc—»oo J

is superharmonic and equals limfc-»oo Vk(z) except at most on a polar set [H, p. 436,

Theorem 27]. The Topological Lemma of Choquet [D, Lemma A, VIII.3] implies

(2.15) R?(z) = R*(z),

except perhaps on a polar set. The proof of the convergence theorem makes use

of the Domination Principle [H, p. 436, Axiome D, and Corollaire to Theoreme

36.2] which states that if v E S+, Gp is a finite potential satisfying v > Gp on the

support of p, then v > Gp holds on B. As a consequence, a set E C B is polar if

and only if Rf = 0 or equivalently Rf (z) = 0 for one z E B.
For any E C B,

(2.16a) Rf(z) = ini{RY(z)\U open, U D E}

[H, p. 434]. Hence, by the Topological Lemma of Choquet, there is a decreasing

sequence of open sets {Uk}, Uk D E, such that, for all z E B,

(2.16b) Ry(z)= (am RY"(z)\   .
\k—>oo J

For a Borel set E c B,

(2.17a) Rf(z) = sup{i?f (z)|.rr compact, K C E}

[H, p. 434, Theoreme 8]. Hence, by [D, Theorem A, VIII.2], there is an increasing

sequence of compact sets {Kj} contained in E such that, for all z E B,

(2.17b) R?(z) = lim Rys(z).
j—»oo

3. Energy. Let p and v be two positive measures on B such that Gp and Gv

are the corresponding potentials. Define the mutual energy of p and v by

(3.1) [p,v\= \ Gp(z)dv(z).
Jb
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The energy of p (or Gp) is ||p|| = [p, p]1/2. Fubini's theorem and the symmetry of

G (deduced from (2.1)) implies

(3.2) [p,v] = [v,p).

LEMMA 3.1. Let {Gpj}, {Gvj} be increasing sequences of potentials with limits

Gp andGv, respectively. Then {[pj,Vj]} is an increasing sequence with limit [p,v\.

PROOF. Since

/  Gpjdvj< /  Gp]+ydi/j = /  Gi/jdpj+y
Jb Jb Jb

<   /    Glrj+ydpj + y =   /  Gpj + ydVj+y,

the sequence {[pj, Vj]} is indeed increasing. For each fc > 0,

lim [p-j,i/j] > liminf /  Gpkdvj = liminf /   Gi/jdpk
>-»oo j'->oo  JB j'-»oo  JB

= I  Gv dpk = /  Gpk dv.
Jb Jb

Letting fc —► oo gives limJ_00[p:/, Vj] > \p,v\. The opposite inequality is obvious.

An improvement of Lemma 3.1 will be given later in Corollary 3.4.

PROPOSITION 3.2.  LetGp andGv be two potentials. Then

(3.3) [p, v) < ||p|| [\v[\.

PROOF. Let u = Gp and v = Gv. Suppose first that u and v are C°° and p and

v are supported by Bro, 0 < ro < 1. Let {tpj} and {<pj} be sequences in C£°(B),

{tpj} increasing to 1 on B and <Pj = 1 on a neighborhood of the support of tpj.

Then

— /   tpjudv =  /   vA(ipju) dX =  I   <pjvA(tpju) dX
Jb Jb Jb

= /  ipjuA(<pjv)dX = /  ipjuAvdX.
J b Jb

Here the first equality follows from Theorem 2.5 of [U] and the third from Propo-

sition 2.4 of [U]. Letting j —* oo, we obtain

(3.4) [p,v] = -      uAvdX.
Jb

Let r0 < r < 1. By Green's identity [S, 92.5],

/   u—— dr — I    uAvdX= I   (grad u, grad v)dX,
Jsr    dn JBr JBr

where dr is the volume element determined by the metric (2.2) on dBr = Sr, and

/ ,  \     a t.  v^  r,a du  dv
(gradu,gradt>) =4Re)   g"p-^--—.

*—•       aza ozr
a,p ^

We claim

(3.5) lim /      u^- dr = 0.
'-i/sb,   dn
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For [z\ = r,

u(z) = f    G(z, w) dp(w) <c2 f    (1 - \<pz(w)\2)n dp(w)

The inequality in (3.6) follows from (2.12b), while the last equality is a consequence

of u being a potential.

The derivative of v in the outward normal direction along Sr is given by

^ = 2Re(Vv* —^1  / (T9a^^^-\2
(3.7) dn \b>       dz0d~z«)/   \^0       dz0dz°)

_ (grad/,gradv)

II grad/||

where f(z) = £Q zaza - r2.

After some calculations, we obtain

(3.8a) Hgrad/I^-*^,-^
n+l

(3.8b) (grad/, gradr,) = -i-(l - |*|2)2 Re £ ^P~-
Yl -r 1 OZql

Oe=1

So, from (3.7) and (3.8),

,oo) d" 2      l-'2p   (^      *>\
(39) d-n = ^r+i   r   Re(j>^J-

But a straightforward computation shows

Thus,

(3.10) dv/dn = 0(1 - r2)n.

For z E Sr, dX(z) is reduced to

So, from (3.6), (3.11) and (3.12),

/   u-^ dr = 0(1 - r2)"-1 — 0    as r -► 1 if n > 2.

This proves the claim in (3.5).
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Now

| (grad u, grad v)\ = 4 Re V ga^ -j— -KT-

= || gradu|| || gradi>||.

Therefore,

/   u-rr-dr- /    uAvdA< /    NgraduN 11 grad v 11 cf A
Jsr   dn Jbt JBr

<(jB\\gradu[\2dx\      (j   \\gxadv[\2dx\

= (/   u~a~a'T~       uAudAj       1/   v—dr-       vAvdXj

Letting r —► 1 and using (3.4) and (3.5) we obtain

(3.12) [M<IHIIMI-

Thus the proposition is true in this case.

Suppose that Gp and Gv are potentials whose measures are compactly sup-

ported, say in By-£ for some e > 0. Thus Gp and Gv are harmonic on B — By-e.

Let {rj} be a sequence of numbers strictly decreasing to 0. Let {ipj} be C°° func-

tions with support in BTj — Brj+l, radial, ipj > 0 and fB ipj dX = 1. Let 6 > 0 be

so small that for \z\ > 1 — S, 4>z(BTi) C B — Si_e. Then precisely as in the proof

of Proposition 2.1, {Gp * ipj} and {Gv * ipj} are harmonic on B — Bys, they are

C°°(B) and they increase respectively to Gp and Gv [U, Lemma 2.1]. Thus they

are C°° potentials with compact support. From (3.12) we have

[Gp * ipj,Gv * ipj] < \\Gp * i/>j\\ \\Gv * ipj\\.

Letting j —► oo and applying Lemma 3.1 gives

(3.13) \p,v\< \\fi\l |H|.

Finally, the proof of the proposition will be completed for arbitrary potentials

Gp and Gv by considering the restrictions of p and v to By_y/n and applying (3.13)

and Lemma 3.1.

COROLLARY 3.3.   Let p and v be two positive measures on B. Then \[p + v\[ <

IMI + HI-
PROOF.

\\p + v\[2 = \[p\[2 + \[v\\2+2[p,v]

<||p||2 + ||HI2 + 2|H||MI = (l|p|| + IIHI)2.
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COROLLARY 3.4. Let {Gpk} be an increasing sequence of potentials such that

supfc ||pfc|| < oo. Then there is a potential Gp such that limk->oo Gpk = Gp and

limfc^ooH/ifcH = ||/i|.|.

PROOF. Let 0 < r < 1. Br is regular for the Dirichlet problem on Br. That is,

for every continuous function / on Sr, there is a unique harmonic function Prf on

Br which tends to / on Sr and which is > 0 if / > 0 [R, Lemma 5.5.4]. For £ E Br,

let pl be the measure such that

/   fdpr€ = Prf(t)
Jsr

[H, p. 426]. Then, by [U, Lemma 1.19],

(3.14) |^||2= f Gp\dp\<Gp\(Z)
JSr

= f G(cl,w)dpr:(w) = PrG((;, ■)(£).
JSr

Since PrG(£, •) decreases as r increases [U, Corollary 1.20], limr_i PrG(£, •)

defines a harmonic function on B [U, Proposition 1.10] which minorizes G(£, •). It

follows the limit as r -► 1 in (3.14) is 0. Thus limr-i ||^|| = 0.

Let u = limfc-xjo Gpk- Then

/   udprc= lim   /   Gpkdprc= lim [pk,prA<snp\\pk\\\\prr\\,
Jsr k->°°Jsr fc_+0° fe>o

by Proposition 3.2. Thus

(3.15) lim/   udpTs = 0   for each £ E B.
r->1 Jsr

It is easy to see that the limit in (3.15) defines the greatest harmonic minorant of

u on B. It follows that u is a potential. The result now follows from Lemma 3.1.

LEMMA 3.5. Let E be polar and let Gp be a potential of finite energy. Then

p(E) = 0.

PROOF. We may assume E is relatively compact. For each fc > 0 let Afc =

{z E B\Gp(z) < fc}. Let pk be the restriction of p to Afc. Since Afc is closed, Gpk

is harmonic on B\Ak- For z E Ak, Gpk(z) < Gp(z) < fc. Thus Gpk is a finite

potential and we may apply the Domination Principle to deduce Gpk < fc on B.

Let p be a potential that is oo on E. Let U be a relatively compact neighborhood

of E. Then R^ is the potential of a measure v with support in U. Since

/  Gvdpk <  / Gvdpk = / Gpk dv < fc ■ v(U) < oo

and Gv = oo on E, pk (E) must be 0. Letting fc —► oo gives

p[E r\{zE B\Gp(z) < oo}] = 0.

If p[E n {z E B[Gp = oo}] were positive, then

oo =      Gpdp <     Gpdp = \\p\\2,

contradicting our assumption. Thus p(E) = 0.
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PROPOSITION 3.6. Let {Gpk} be a decreasing sequence of potentials such that

||pi||<oo. If Gp = (limk-.oo Gpk)A, tftcn ||/i|| =limfc_00 ||pfc||.

PROOF. The Cartan-Brelot convergence theorem implies Gp = limfc_>oo Gpk

except at most on a polar set. Using Lemma 3.5, the proof follows the same

pattern as Lemma 3.1.

PROPOSITION 3.7. Let E C B be polar. Then there is a potential of finite
energy that is oo on E.

PROOF. Suppose first E is bounded. Since Ry = 0, there is a decreas-

ing sequence of relatively compact open sets {Uk}, each containing E such that

(lirrifc^oo i?f*)A = 0 (2.16b). Let pk be the measure on Uk whose potential is Ryk.

(Recall R^k = Ryk since Uk is open.) Then, by (2.14a),

llMfell2 = f Ry" dpk < j dpk< oo.

Thus limfc_oo ||pfc|| = 0 (Proposition 3.6). Choose a subsequence {pk } such that

\\pk},|| < 1/2-7. Then Corollary 3.4 implies Yl'jLy Ry J is a potential of finite energy.

Clearly it is oo on E (2.14b).

In general let {Ek} be an increasing sequence of bounded sets with union E.

Choose a potential Gpk of finite energy that is oo on Ek- Put vk = pfc/2fc||pfc||.

Then ^ Gvk is the required potential.

4. Capacity. Let E c B. Define

,.   .. , p. _ j oo        if Rf is not a potential,

1   ' c( j    IIHI2  if^f = Gp.

We call c(E) the capacity of E.

PROPOSITION 4.1. (a) Let E C B. There is a decreasing sequence of open sets

{Um}, each containing E such that limm_KX>c(C/m) = c(E).

(b) If E is Borel, there is an increasing sequence of compact sets {Km}, each

contained in E such that limm_oo c(Km) = c(E).

PROOF, (a) If c(E) = oo, there is nothing to show. Suppose then c(E) < oo.

The result will follow from (2.16b) and Proposition 3.6 if we show there is an open

set U containing E having finite capacity.

Let Uy = {z\Rf(z) > \}. Since Rf = 1 on E, (2.15) implies E\Uy is polar. By
Proposition 3.7, there is a potential Gv of finite energy that is oo on E\Uy. Put

U2 = {z\Gv(z) > 1}. Then U = Uy U U2 is an open set containing E. Since

2Rf(z) + Gv(z)>l    (all zEU),

we have

2Rf (z) + Gv(z) > R^(z)    (all z E B)

by definition of the reduced function.   Since c(E) < oo, 2fif has finite energy.

Hence Corollary 3.3 implies so has Ry .

(b) The proof follows from (2.17b) and Lemma 3.1.
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LEMMA 4.2.  For each £ E B and 0 < r < 1, the map

f(w)= / G(ip^(rz),w)da(z)

is continuous on B.

PROOF.  It is clearly continuous at points of B\<p^(Sr).  If now wq E <p^(Sr),

then for each e > 0 the function

f£(w) = / G((pz(r + e)z,w)da(z)
Js

is continuous at wq. Since /£ increases as e decreases [U, Proposition 1.17, Corollary

1.20] / is lower semicontinuous at wq. Repeating the argument with — e completes

the proof.

LEMMA 4.3.   Let v be superharmonic on B. Then, for every t]E B,

lim / v(roi(rz))da(z) = v(tl).

PROOF. The lower semicontinuity of v implies

liminf/ v(<p^(rz))da(z) > v(£).
r^o   Js

Super mean value property (2.4) implies

limsup / v(<f£(rz))da(z) < v(£).
r-»o   Js

PROPOSITION 4.4.   Let E be a Borel, relatively compact subset of B. If Ry   is

the potential Gp, then \[p\[2 = p(B).

PROOF. Since ||p||2 = fB Gpdp < fB 1 ■ dp = p(B), we may assume ||p|| < oo.

If E is closed, the result holds by Lemma 3.5 since, in general, p(B\E) = 0.

For a general E, choose {Kj} as in (2.17b). Put Ry ' = Gpj. Then, by Lemma

3.1,

lim pj(B)= lim ||rf = ||p||2.

By passing to a subsequence we may assume {//,} converges weakly to a measure

v. We show Gv = Rf.

/ R1E(<pf(rz))da(z) = lim   / Gpj('pi(rz))da(z)
Js 3->°°Js

(4.2) = lim   /   / G(ipi(rz),w)dpj(w)do-(z)
j-><x> Js Je

= lim   /    / G(ipi(rz),w) dcr(z) dpj(w).
3-+ooJEJg

Lemma 4.2 shows that the inner integral in (4.2) is a continuous function of w.

Thus the limit is

/    / G(<pt(rz),w)da(z)dv(w) = / Gv(ip^(rz))da(z).
JeJs Js
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Letting r —► 0 in the first and last term in this string of equalities and applying

Lemma 4.3 gives Rf (£) = Gv(£).
Let ip E C%°(B) be identically 1 on a neighborhood of E. Then, using Theorem

2.5 of [U],

p(B) = j  ipdp = - J  GpAipdX = - j  GvAipdX
J B J B J B

= / ipdv = v(B).
Jb

Thus
|M|2 = lim ||p,||2 = lim p3(B) = v(B) = p(B).

J—>oo j—>oo

This concludes the proof.

5. Main results.

LEMMA 5.1.   Let p be a finite measure on B and let

,   . dp(w)

w^ = ir^ww-
For each z E B, define S(z) = tpz(By/2).  Then

(5.1) lim(l-|2|2)n / G(z,w)dv(w)
2_>e Jb\S{z)

= lim / G(z,w) dp(w) = 0
z^eJB\S{z)

PROOF. If w E B\S(z), \<pz(w)\ > 1/2. Thus, by (2.12b),

(1 - \z\2)nG(z,w) < c2(l - \z[2)n(l - \pz(w)\2)n

_ c2(l-|^|2)2"(l-|w|2)"

\l-(z,w)\2n

c2(i-\z\2)2n(i-\w\2r

(i-WIH)2"
Thus

limsup(l-|z|2)n / G(z,w)dv(w)
«->e Jb\S{z)

= 0

by the bounded convergence theorem.

The last limit in (5.1) is 0, again by the bounded convergence theorem, since by

(2.12b),

XB\S(z)(w)G(z,w) < c2XB\S(z)(w)(l - Mu>)|2)" < (\)nc2.

THEOREM 5.2.  Let E be a Borel subset of B with e = (1,0,... ,0) as a limit

point.  The following are equivalent:
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(a) For every potential Gv,

liminf(l - \z\2)nGv(z) = 0.
z€E

(b) infe>0 c(E n {z E B\ \z - e\ < s}) > 0.

REMARK 5.3. For each positive integer m, let Um = {z E B\ [z — e| < 1/m}.

Suppose for some mo, Ry m° is a potential Gp. For each m > mo let pm be

the restriction of p to E l~| Um. Since Gpm is harmonic on B\Um, limm_oo Gpm

is harmonic on B and minorizes Gp [U, Proposition 1.10]. Thus limm_00GpTO is

identically 0 on B. Proposition 3.6 therefore implies that either c(Er\Um) = oo for

all m or limm_00 c(E n Um) = 0. Thus (b) above is equivalent to c(E f) Um) = oo

for all m.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Suppose first that (b) fails. We will show there is

a potential Gv such that

(5.2) lim(l - \z\2)nGv(z) = oo.
zeE

Remark 5.3 implies our assumption is equivalent to c(EC\Um) < oo for some m.

Proposition 4.1(a) implies there is an open set containing Ef\Um and having finite

capacity. Thus, for the purpose of finding v to satisfy (5.2), we may assume E is

open.

Choose {mj} increasing to oo such that c(E fl Umj) < l/j2A>. Put

V}■ = E n {z E B\l/mj+2 < \z - e\ < l/ru,}.

Consider the potential Gpj = jR^m'. Then \\pj\\2 = j2c(Vm.) < 1/V. Thus

Corollary 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 show J^Gpj is a potential Gp of finite energy.

Since p = ^2pj, Proposition 4.4 implies p(B) = ^Zpj(B) = J^ \\pj\\2 < oo, so p is

finite. Clearly

(5.3) lim Gp(z) = oo.
zeE

Put dv(w) = dp(w)/(l - [w\2)n. Let S(z) = <pz(B1/2). Lemma 5.1 and (5.3)

imply

(5.4) lim /      G(z,w) dp(w) = oo.
z€eJS(z)

liwE S(z), \<pz(w)\ < 1/2, hence

3 < i   u (mM2 - (i-N2)(i-H2) < (i-N2)(i-H2)

(l-|z|a)(l-H3)      4(l-|g|a)

(1-|«;|)2 -   l-\w[2   '

Thus

(5-5) i-M2>^(i-H2)     (I^WI<§).

Since \<pz(w)\ = \<pw(z)\,

(5.6) i-Ha>A(i-W2)      (IVzMI < §)■
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Thus

liminf(l - \z[2)nGv(z)
z€E

> lim inf (1 - |z|2)n /      G(z, w) dv(w)
leE J s{*)

> (£)"liminf /     G(z,w)dp(w)
z€E   JS(z)

= OO

by Lemma 5.1 and (5.3). This completes the proof of (a)=>(b).

Suppose now (b) holds. Consider a potential Gv. Put dp(w) = (l-|u;|2)n dv(w).

Let

h(z) = /      G(z,w)dp(w),
Js(z)

where S(z) = 'pz(Bl/2). According to Remark 5.3, c(EnUj) = oo for all j. Thus,

by Proposition 4.1(b), there are compact sets Ej contained in Uj fl E such that

(5.7) lim c(Ej) = oo.
j—>oo

Let Gpj = Ry' and let Fj = \Jz€E. <Pz(By/2). Then, since |^a(w)| = |<Pu,(z)|,

(5.8) h(z)dpj(z)=       h(z)dpj(z)

= I     /   Xs(z)(w)G(z,w)dp(w)dpj(z)
J Ej Jb

= Xs(w)(z)G(z,w)dp(w)dpj(z)
JE, Jb

= /    /   G(z,w)dpj(z)dp(w)
JFj JEj

= f  R?*(w)dp(w)<p(Fj)
Jfj

and the latter goes to 0 as j —» oo since XFj(z) —* 0 as \z\ —* 1 (2.1). This shows

liminf h(z) = 0,
z—te       v   '
z€E

for if h were bounded below by e > 0 on |J Ej,

J hdpj = I    hdpj > epj(Ej)

= ec(Ej)    (Proposition 4.4)
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which tends to oo as j —> oo (5.7), contradicting the last inequality in (5.8). Thus

liminf (1 - \z\2)nGv(z)
z€E

= limini(l-\z\2)n I     G(z,w)dv(w)    (Lemma 5.1)
zze£ Js(z)

<(f)nliminf/     G(z,w)dp(w)    (5.6)
lei  Js(z)

= (f)nlimM h(z)
z€E

= 0.

This completes the proof.

6. Remarks. Let 0 < 6 < 1. Put

Es = {(z,z') e C x Cn_1|Im« = 0, (Rez)2 + |z'|2 < 6}.

In [HS] it is shown that the limit result of Theorem 5.2 holds with E = Ey. We

show in this section directly that Ey satisfies condition (b) of Theorem 5.2.

LEMMA 6.1. Let <p be an automorphism of B and E a Borel subset of B. Then

c(<p(E)) = c(E).

PROOF. Suppose first that E is relatively compact. Since v o <p & S+ when-

ever v E S+ [U, Proposition 1.17], it follows from the definition that Ry '(z) =

Rf(tp(z)). Thus, if Rf = Gp,

R?{E)(z)=R?(<p(z)) = [ G(<p(z),w)dp(w)
Jb

= / G(z,tp(w))dp(w)
Jb

since \<pp<z)(<p(w))\ = |^2(w)| = Gv(z), where v = p o <p. Proposition 4.4 implies

c(<p(E)) = v(<p(E)) = p(E) = c(E).

In general, let Er = EC\Br. Then c(<p(E)) = limr_i c(<p(ET)) = limr_i c(Er) =

c(E). The first and third equalities follow from Lemma 3.1 and the fact that if {Am}

is an increasing sequence of sets with union A then limTO_00 Rym = .Rj4.

LEMMA 6.2.   Let Rf be a potential.  Then E is polar if and only if c(E) = 0.

PROOF. If E is polar, Rf = 0, hence c(E) = 0.
Suppose c(E) = 0. For every j there is an open set Vj containing E such that

c(Vj) < 1/2J. Then J^Ri' 1S superharmonic (Corollary 3.3 and Corollary 3.4) and

is oo on E. This proves the Lemma.

We now show that Ey satisfies (b) of Theorem 5.2. For each 6 E (0,1), Eg is

a (2n — l)-dimensional disc, hence is not polar. (Indeed if it were polar, the fact

that a finite union of polar sets is polar would allow us to construct an open region

F whose boundary was polar. But a superharmonic function which was oo on dF

would be oo on F, contradicting (iv) of the definition of superharmonic.) Thus

c(E6)>0.
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Let {tk} be a sequence increasing to 1. Put Zk = (tk,0,... ,0). Then ipZk(Es) C

Ey, c(<pZk(E$)) = c(Eg) > 0 and since <pZk(Es) moves out to e as fc —► oo, we see

Ey satisfies (b) of Theorem 5.2.
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